Smart Mobility and Transformation

Embrace change in the new automotive ecosystem using smart mobility and transformation solutions.

Intelligent Logistics and Transportation
- Yard Logistics: Plan yard processes and prepare execution based on central workload information.
- Transportation Requirements Management: Centralize transportation requirements for order-to-rate management, from entry to final settlement.
- Advanced Transportation Management: Improve transportation efficiency by holistically managing all inbound and outbound freight.
- Sense and Respond to Logistics Insights: Track assets and stock in transit and manage exceptions by sensing/responding to logistics insights.
- Strategic Freight Management: Optimize transportation services with strategic carrier-shipper collaboration and freight management.
- Transportation Execution and Monitoring: Execute your transportation plan and monitor your freight from loading through delivery.

Mobility as a Service
- Subscription Order Management: Create new revenue streams with customer-centric subscription packages.
- Solution Billing: Enable business model transformation through a flexible billing process for outcome-based services.
- Usage and Subscription Billing: Automate billing and invoicing for subscription, one-time, and usage-based billing scenarios.
- Billing Mediation: Reduce under-billing by measuring how subscribers use your services and making adjustments.
- Pricing and Charging: Stay ahead of the competition by bringing attractive pricing offers to customers faster.

Asset Prediction and Optimization
- Asset Network and Collaboration: Enable secure asset information collaboration across your business network.

Robert Bosch GmbH
Scope out how Bosch extensively upgraded its business mobility solutions, partnering with the SAP Digital Business Services group and using a global, “big-bang,” go-live approach.

Learn more